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Using data corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1:3 fb1, we observe a narrowmass state decaying
intoð1SÞ þ , where theð1SÞmeson is detected by its decay into a pair of oppositely charged muons, and
the photon is identified through its conversion into an electron-positron pair. The significance of this
observation is 5.6 standard deviations. The mass of the state is centered at 10:551 0:014ðstatÞ 
0:017ðsystÞ GeV=c2, which is consistentwith that of the state recently observed by theATLASCollaboration.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.86.031103 PACS numbers: 14.40.Pq, 13.20.He, 14.65.Fy
The study of heavy quarkonium is of fundamental
importance to our understanding of perturbative and non-
perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The heavy
quarkonium state is one of the simplest QCD systems and
the observed masses and branching fractions are in quanti-
tative agreement with theoretical expectations for almost
all of the known states. The recent observations of unex-
pected quarkoniumlike states have, however, raised new
questions. The discovery of the Xð3872Þ in 2003 [1] pro-
vided the first surprise. One explanation for this state is a
DD molecule [2], but the subsequent discoveries of sev-
eral other unexpected particles containing a c c pair have
suggested otherwise. The Yð4260Þ [3] is most naturally
explained as a hybrid cc-gluon state [4], but it could
also be a four-quark state [5]. The Zð4430Þ [6] is likely a
four-quark charmoniumlike particle by virtue of its non-
zero electric charge, and the recently observed charged
structures decaying into  might be similar states con-
taining b quarks [7].
Discoveries of more b-quark counterparts to these exotic
states could shed light on the underlying structure of this
class of particles. In this paper, we present a search for such
new particles decaying intoð1SÞ þ . This decaymode is
shared by the P-wave bð1PÞ and bð2PÞ bottomonium
states, which each consist of three spin states (J ¼ 0; 1; 2)
with hyperfine mass splittings. In addition to these known
particles, the ATLAS Collaboration has recently published
the observation of a narrow structure in this decaymodewith
a mass of 10:530 0:005ðstatÞ  0:009ðsystÞ GeV=c2,
which they interpret as the bð3PÞ system [8].
The data used for this analysis correspond to 1:3 fb1 of
integrated luminosity collected with the D0 experiment
between April 2002 and February 2006. The D0 detector
is described in detail elsewhere [9]. The detector elements
crucial for this search are the central tracking and muon
systems. The central tracking system consists of a silicon
microstrip tracker and a central fiber tracker, both located
within a 2 T superconducting solenoidal magnet with
pseudorapidity coverage jj< 3 and jj< 2:5, respec-
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tively. The muon system, which extends to jj  2, con-
sists of a layer of tracking detectors and scintillation trigger
counters in front of 1.8 T iron toroids, followed by two
similar layers after the toroids. The events used in this
analysis were collected with an inclusive mixture of single
muon and dimuon triggers.
The event selection for this analysis is chosen to max-
imize the signal significances of the known bð1PÞ and
bð2PÞ states, as well as those of the charmonium c states
which are observed in the analogous J=c þ  decay
mode. The search region above the bð2PÞmass and below
the B B mass threshold (10:38–10:63 GeV=c2) is not
examined in this optimization procedure. Muon candidates
are required to be reconstructed in both the inner and outer
layers of the muon detector and must be matched to tracks
in the central tracking system with pT > 1:5 GeV=c. The
tracks are required to originate from a common p p interac-
tion vertex. The resulting mass distribution for muon pairs of
opposite charge is shown in Fig. 1. We select events in
the mass range 9:1 GeV=c2 <M < 9:7 GeV=c
2, which
contains approximately 275 000 ð1SÞ candidates after
background subtraction.
Photons are detected via their conversions into electron-
positron pairs. We use this technique instead of direct
detection in the calorimeter because the energies of pho-
tons from quarkonia decay are typically too low to be
precisely measured in the calorimeter, while the tracking
system provides excellent resolution in this kinematic
region. This allows for a separation of closely spaced
mass states. Well-measured track pairs of opposite charge
that form a good vertex are selected. These tracks are
required to be loosely associated to the same p p interac-
tion vertex as the muon tracks, but since photons travel
some distance before they are converted in the material of
the detector, the electron-positron tracks are required to
originate away from that vertex. The two tracks are com-
bined to form a photon candidate. The resulting photon
trajectory is required to intersect the beam axis within
0.8 cm of where each of the tracks intersect it. The momen-
tum vector of the photon must also point back from its
reconstructed conversion point to the p p collision vertex,
and the invariant mass of the conversion pair must beMee <
80 MeV=c2. These selection criteria are confirmed by a
study of double conversion pairs from 0 !  decays.
The origin, in the plane transverse to the beam direction, of
the track pairs passing these criteria is shown in Fig. 2,
where the structure of the silicon tracker is clearly visible.
Converted photons passing these requirements are com-
bined with muons passing the ð1SÞ selection. The photon
and both muons must be consistent with coming from a
common vertex, and both muon trajectories must intersect
the beam axis within a distance of 1.2 cm from that of
the photon. The ð1SÞ system is also required to have
pT > 5 GeV=c.
The resulting distribution of M ¼ M M is
shown in Fig. 3. Peaks corresponding to the bð1PÞ and
bð2PÞ states are clearly seen at M  0:4 GeV=c2
]2 [GeV/cµµm





























FIG. 1. Dimuon invariant mass spectrum for opposite-charge
pairs passing the muon selection criteria. The solid curve is a fit
to the data assuming three  resonances and a combinatorial
background. The relative contributions from the ð1SÞ, ð2SÞ,
and ð3SÞ states are also shown.
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FIG. 2. The vertex position in the x-y plane for photon con-
version candidates passing the photon selection requirements.
The x-y plane is perpendicular to the beam, with y pointing
upwards and positive x pointing to the right when viewed in the
antiproton direction.
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and M  0:8 GeV=c2, respectively. A third peak is
also observed centered around M  1 GeV=c2, which
is consistent with the recent observation of a new state
by the ATLAS Collaboration. The mass resolution is not
good enough to separate the hyperfine splitting of the
known b states, and we find no indication of substructure
in the mass region of the new state. The measured values
Mbð1PÞ¼0:4180:005GeV=c2 and Mbð2PÞ¼0:760
0:014GeV=c2 are shifted from their true values due to
energy loss by the electrons and positrons. A scale factor
of 0:96 0:01 is determined by comparing these measure-
ments to their world average values assuming an equal
mixture of J ¼ 1 and J ¼ 2 components for each b state
(the J ¼ 0 components are suppressed in this decay mode)
[10]. The measured masses of the c states and the 
0
detected using photon conversions have a shift consistent
with this scale factor.
The shape of the background distribution is determined
from the data by combining ð1SÞ and photon candidates
from different events. As seen in Fig. 3, this mixed-event
background model describes the data for a wide range of
M outside the region of interest. We also study the M
distributions for events with dimuons in the ð1SÞ mass
sideband regions and for events with dimuons with the
same charge in the ð1SÞ mass region. The resulting M
distributions for these selections show no peaking structure
and have shapes similar to that of the mixed-event back-
ground model.
The mass distribution M ¼ M M þmð1SÞ,
where mð1SÞ is the world average value 9:4603 GeV=c2
[10], is shown in Fig. 4 along with the results of an
unbinned maximum likelihood fit with three signal peaks
and a background shape determined from the mixed-event
model. Crystal Ball functions [11] are used to describe the
signal mass shapes to take into account the radiative tails
due to bremsstrahlung. We use single Crystal Ball func-
tions to describe the mass of the bð1PÞ and bð2PÞ
systems and that of the new state. The center for each b
mass function is fixed to its world average value corrected
by the electron and positron energy loss scale factor. The
widths of the signal functions are described by a single
parameter scaled by the mass of each state, and the lengths
of the radiative tails are the same for all three states. These
constraints, determined from the data without considera-
tion of the new structure, have also been verified using
Monte Carlo simulations. The widths of all three peaks
obtained in the fit are compatible with the D0 detector’s
resolution. The fit yields 65 11 events above background
corresponding to the new state. A similarly good fit is also
obtained by using an exponential function multiplied by a
low-mass turn on curve to describe the background. The
shape of the resulting background agrees well with that of
the mixed-event model.
A significance of more than 6 standard deviations is
determined from the difference in the log likelihood of
]2 [GeV/cµµ - MµµγM
























FIG. 3 (color online). Mass difference M M for events passing all selection criteria. The curve shows the mass difference
for the background model which combines ð1SÞ and  candidates from different events, normalized to the number of data events
above 1:2 GeV=c2. The hatched area shows the distribution obtained by repeating the event selection using muons with the same
charge instead of those of opposite charge.
 ] 2 [GeV/c(1S)Υ + mµµ - MµµγM
































FIG. 4. The distribution of M ¼ M M þmð1SÞ fit
with three signal functions and the mixed-event background.
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the fits with and without the new state’s contribution.
Considering the probability of an upward fluctuation of
the background producing a signal of this width anywhere
in the search region reduces the significance to 5.6
standard deviations. The mass of the new state is corrected
by the same scale factor used to fit the bð1P; 2PÞ
states and is measured to be 10:551 0:014ðstatÞ 
0:017ðsystÞ GeV=c2. The main sources of systematic un-
certainty are due to the unknown mixture of b spin states
(13 MeV=c2), the mass scale correction (10 MeV=c2), and
variations in the background model (5 MeV=c2).
In summary, we present a search for new particles
with masses below the B B threshold which decay into
ð1SÞ þ . In addition to the known states bð1PÞ and
bð2PÞ, a third peak is observed at a mass consistent with
the new state observed by the ATLAS Collaboration.
No other mass peaks are observed. The background distri-
bution is well described over a wide mass range by a
background model which mixes ð1SÞ and  candidates
from different events. A likelihood fit to the mass
distribution results in a measured mass of 10:551
0:014ðstatÞ  0:017ðsystÞ GeV=c2 for the new state with
a width consistent with the D0 detector’s mass resolution.
Further analysis is underway to determine whether this
structure is due to the bð3PÞ system or some exotic
bottom-quark state.
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